KIRRAWEE PUBLIC SCHOOL
UNIFORM POLICY

The correct school uniform shall be worn at all times, including when travelling to and from school, when on excursions and at any other time the school is represented.

Uniform Shop
The school uniform may be purchased through the Kirrawee PS Uniform Shop or through the official Kirrawee PS outfitter; Claudines, 23 President Avenue, Caringbah. Prices at the school uniform shop are discounted. Kirrawee PS School Uniform Order Forms are available from the school office.

Boy's summer uniform
Short sleeved lemon polo with school logo, Kirrawee PS brown shorts, brown socks, brown leather shoes.

Girl's summer uniform
Short sleeved lemon polo with school logo, Kirrawee PS brown shorts or, girl's summer tunic, white socks, brown leather shoes.

Summer sport uniform
Sports polo with school logo, Kirrawee PS brown sports shorts, white socks, white sports shoes with non marking soles.

Boy's winter uniform
Long sleeved lemon polo with school logo, Kirrawee PS brown gabardine pants, brown socks, brown leather shoes.

Girl's winter uniform
Long sleeved lemon polo with school logo, Kirrawee PS brown bootleg pants or girl's winter tunic, white socks / stockings, brown leather shoes.

Winter sport uniform
Sports polo with school logo, Kirrawee PS brown sports shorts or Kirrawee PS brown microfiber pants, white socks, white sports shoes, non marking soles.

Other items
Kirrawee PS microfiber jacket with logo, bush hat with logo. Sloppy Joe Jumper with logo

Uniform Pass
The children often feel more comfortable knowing that their non conformance to the school uniform policy is approved. Should your child be unable to attend school in the correct uniform, a Uniform Pass is available from the school office, this pass will detail the approved change and the dates for the approved period.

Shoes
Brown shoes are required on all non sport's uniform days. Brown shoes may be purchased from any store and are available all year round from Wilsons Family Shoe Store, 40 Railway Crescent, Jannali.